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FM station to transmit Monday
by Brian LaPeter
entert.lnment editor

After two years of frequency searches, planning,
construction·and equpment failure WFTU-FM will
officially begin broadcasting Monday from its studio
in the Village Center.
WFTU-FM will operate six days · a week from 7
a.m. to midnight Monday through Saturday at 89.9
on the FM dial. With its IO-watt capacity WFTU-FM
will have an approximate range of seven to I 0 miles,
from about Christmas (Fla .) to SR 436.
Ribbon-cutting ceremoni~s for the station will be
' Monday at 11 :30 a.m . in the VC studio. Dr. Charles
N. Millican, FTU President, and Dr. Thomas
Morgan, associate professor of Communication will
do the honors.
The station, manned, totally by FTU students, will
operate under a progressive format with a variety of

special programs in the hopes of making i.t unique
from any other Central Florida station, ·said Rick
Richards, operations station manager.
"During the day is the only time you.'.Jl notice _a
similarity between us and other area stations,"
Richards said. He said they will play a variety during
the day. At night there will be special programs
highlighting different types of music from jazz and
country to classical and a disco show. At 9 p.m. each
week night a special feature album will be aired in its
entirety.
.
Although the station has been in the minds of
Radio/TV personnel since 1968, adaquate.Junding
was not available until 1975 when Student Government allocated $16,500 for the establishment of a
campus FM radio station.
The FCC then made a frequency search that consumed almost a year.
Originally scheduled to go on the air in the begin-

ning of this month, a defect was discovered in the
transmitter, which meant sending it back · to "be
repaired, causing a delay.
The delay gave time for the final touches to the new
WFTU-FM studio which is located in the old VC
Television lounge.
The station is "basically just for the students so
they know what the hell is going on." The station will
exposeHl.usic that other area stations don't" Richards
said.
He said he hopes to expand WFTU's musical selection with ·the help of Jimmy Scarpa, the station's
music director.
In keeping with community service WFTU-FM will
broadcast 90 minutes of news and public service announcements each day. News will be mos~ly of a
campus oriented nature. In the mornings cancelled
classes will be announced for students living in nearby apartments.

Millican_era ends·quietly
by Lisa Chandler
-or-In-chief

Millican
- .. .led FTIJ

He could be sbmebody's grandfather, o~ he couldbe the nice elderly
man that lives down the street. But this
silver-haired, pipe-puffing man led
FTU through the Jirst 12 years of its
existence.
Dr. Charles N. Millican, who
resigned from the presidency last
April, began his association with FTU
in 1965. The chancellor called
Millican at his University of South
Florida office and asked him to meet
with the personnel committee of the
Board of Regents about heading a new

university to be built in Orlando.
"The question nit me completely out
of the dark," he said. "I said yes, I' cl be
delighted to meet with the committee.
But I added, 'I must have rocks in my
head.'"
Millican said that as a dean (of
. business administration) at USF, he
knew the "mountain of work" that
would have to be done to start building
a new university.
His appointment to the presidency
was-c,onfirmed by the state Cabinet on
Oct . 19, 1965. His first office was on
Orange A venue in downtown Orlando-.
From that office he moved into his

suite in · the Administration Building.
Awards and plaques decorate the
walls. A picture. of Millican and his
· wife with former President Richard
Nixon hangs near a large mounted tarpon, caught in the Florida Keys. A
view of almost the entire university
stretches out from beneath the windows that line one of the office walls.
Millican leans back in his chair, puffs his pipe (the University Bookstore
keeps a supply of his favorite tobacco,
"Bon Street," on hand) and talks of the
joys and difficulties he has experienced during the pa-st 12 years.
Millican, page 7

Mardi Gras has sketchy past
FTU's Homecoming festivities this
year have been themed "Mardi
Gras." The image conjures visions
of New Orleans, colorful · parades
and drunkeness. Yet, the history of
Mardi Gras is much broader than
that. The following is a brief
history.
by Sher Nangle
ataffwrtter

No one really knows when th.e
European Mardi Gras, meaning
''Fat Tuesday," the day before the
Ash Wednesday, got its start.
Before Mardi Gras, New Orleans
had spontaneous masquerade balls
and street pageants but they weren't
annual events. .
IT IS BELIEVED Mardi Gras
began in 1857 with Mistick Krewe
of Com us. He began- a secret society

that staged an annual· torchlight
parade in honor of Comus, god of
· joy and mirth, until the Civil War
began.
In 1872 the war ended and
Comus, joined by Grand Duke
Alexsand~ovick , started the ritual
again.
The arrival of the Duke _prompted
the Organization of Rex, formed by
a group of leading businessmen, to
make preparations to welcome the
distinguished visistor. The Rex
organization elects the King of Carnival as well.
The carnival is also run by secret
societies known as krewes. These are
a secret society of men who finance the parade and other festivities.
They also choose a Queen to reign
the carnival ball. Only members of
krewe may ride oil the floats or be
masked at the balls.

ALEXIS, on the day before Mardi
Gras, witnessed the mile long
parade which included many..
masked people and a number of
bands. The bands had been ordered
to plaX the song "If I Ever Cease to
Love.
. The tune had been sung by Lydia
Thompson, an American actress, in
burlesque houses where Alexis had
heard and admired it.
The tune transposed into a marching tune and became the national
anthem of Rex, King of Carnival. .
The chorus begins:
If I ever cease to love,
May oysters have legs and cows lay
eggs,
May little dogs wag their tails in
front,
If I ever cease to love.
.Mardi Gras, page 9

---This week's Homecoming-------------------·
A majestic view
There are. 18 of them. They all .have a
reason for running for Homecoming
Queen. Meet them, look at their pictures
and decide which one's right for FTU. See
story, page 10 .
.:

If I were king ...
For the first time FTU will have a
Homecoming King and you get to vote on
them. For a look at each of the candidates, See story, page 11.

Come ye! Come ye.!
You are hereby invited tofeast, dance and
enjoy an array of special activities. A
special invitation for you is on page 1 O,
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·NelM counselors
aid in problen1s

more comfortable.
"That's very importa nt," she said, "The student has to feel
comfortable."
BOTH COUNSELORS SAID they wanted to have more
students come into their offices. They are participating in the
orientation program and are go ing to the school's faculty for
student referrals to their offices. They are a lso trying to
communicate with th e various departments and
organizat ions to let the students know about their services.

by Deanna Gugel
•taffwrlter

Amid the bustle of campus activity and impersonal service
to which students are. sometimes subjected , there are some
special counselors who are here to help those having
academic problems.
Black students having problems can find Diane Howell ,
the coordinator of counseling for the Office of Student
Minority Services, in her office in. ADM 225. Howell, a short,
fashionably-dressed woman, said the department was
originated to h e lp minority students gain admission to th e
university and to aid in shaping the course of their
education.
THROUGH STUDENT minority services, black students
having problems with classes can arrange for help. Counselors in th e office will assist students with financial
problems in finding the resources to continue th e ir
education.
" Our biggest problem is trying to find th e major n eeds and
problems of the students," Howell said. "We're currently
working on su rv eys to distribute to the black students to get
their input ."
Howell said that she has spent most of her time so far setting up the program, sitting in meetings, and gett ing adjusted to the school. She has been a FTU facu lty member since Dec. 19.
''I'd like to interact more with the students ," she said , "A
lot of students have the feeling that they don't really belong
anywhe r e. I hope to crea te a positive feeling of belonging
towards this office and the ent ire university." she said .
MARILYN MUNSON, FTU's new co unseling coordinator
in the office of special services, deals with a ll students h av ing
academic problems because of inadequate high school
preparation, physical handicaps, or because English is not
their native language.
~
"We look at what barriers there are to their success and
provide whatever th e a nswe r is to solve their problem,"
Munson said, "If necessa ry, we refer th em to other agencies.
Students' acade mic probl ems are sometimes caused by
other problems in their lives such as parent-student conflicts
poor housing ar r angements, and financial difficulties, sh•
said.
"Some students who felt secure in th e ir high school or
community college feel lonely and socially isolated when
they come to a university, " said Munson.
ONE OF THE major problems the students she counsels
face is a lack of self-confidence. Munson said she tries to
build the students' confidence in themselves. "People who
feel good about th~ir own competency tend to do better.
Their competency tends to be realized in successful work,"
she said.
-Munson suggests that students who do lack self-confidence
or feel socially isola ted identify with some interest group.
"Students must reach out to his or her instructo.rs. That
enriches the classroom experience," she said.
The office of special services is hoping tc;> get a student
support group going that will publicize the special services
counselors or work with the new st~dents ·to help them feel
0

Bad news for clubs;
no SG interim funds
Organizations funded by Student Government received
bad n ews this week when SG officials could not come up
with funds for an interim allocation.
The increase in FTU enrollment from last year was expected to hike the Activity and Service Fee fund and provide extra funds. However, this additional money only replaces
funds that did not revert back from last year's existing
budgets.
The funds may fall about $ l ,000 short of this year's
budget, said Bob White, student body president.
The new finance code, senate bill l 0-2, was signed by
White and Dr. Rex Brown, vice-president for student affairs.
The bill takes effect immediately.

Registration deadline
fo·r 'Bowl' approaches
Registration deadline for FTU's 1978 College Bowl is
Monday at 5:00 p.m. Applications can be picked up in Ken
Lawson's office, VC 197.
The College Bowl is a quiz competition in the vein of the
old G.E. College Bowl. Any four FTU . students can get
together to form a team, said Lawson, who added that there
are no grade restrictions.
Lawson said he expects fifteen to twenty teams to enter
this yea rs annual competition which has been at FTU since
1968.
The bowl will start Feb. 13 through J;'eb, 16, from 6:309:30 each night in th e Multipurpose Room. The finals will be
Feb. 20 through Feb. 23 at the same time and location.

·FTU official to meet
with EEO assistant
A meeting between .an FTU official and a member of
Chancellor E.T. York's staff Friday should provide a direction for a revision of the university's Equal Opportunity
plan.
..
Delores Auzenne, special · assistant to the Chancellor for
EEO, will meet with Janice Brodie, FTU assistant to the vice
president of Business Affairs.
The core of FTU's plan, sa.id Brodie, will center on goals to
increase recruitment and retention at all levels, particularly·
of black students where tbe attritipn rate is high.
The plan ;is to be subrn,jtted Wednesday py J. Phillip Goree,
vice president of Btisine.s s Affairs arid the µniversity EEO
coordinator.
··
·

Beer Saloon

Concert Hall

TUESDAY
Pool Tournament Nite
and Auditions

WEDNESDAY
Ladies Nite
Free Beer - Ladies
9:00-11:00
John Zach/Soloist

THURSDAY & SUNDAY
Cypress Mulch Jazz Band

FRIDAY, JAN. 27-28
North Star Rock & Roll
with
John Zach
on the 9-11 Patio
and Ladies Free Beer

1566 W. Fairbanks
Winter Park
645-4113

THEUNDISCO
Central Florida's Blggest 'and
Best Rock 'n Roll Nlte Club

Specials
SUNDAY
Draft Beer - 25¢

TUESDAY
25¢ Tequila .

WEDNESDAY
HI Balls - 50¢

THU.R SDAY
Ladies Drink Free
9:00-11:00

FRIDAY, JAN. 27-28
MCA Recording Artists

The Inevitable

Buckacre
plus
Stinger

~ne& ·

~Harvest

Altamonte Mall •

Altamonte Springs • . FL •. • · 32701 •

·F REE
.glass of wine
with

JAN. 31 -·FEB. 5
Slowpoke
'One of the best groups
-lilthe South' - Charlie Daniels

Telephone 331-1946

"'.Otar bodies a .r e our gardens,
to which the freshness of
nature is the gardener.'.'

.this ad or F.T.U. l.D. card

-

Shakespeare

·< ;oming
Grlnderswltch
. 'Winters Bros Band
'' SOMF City Band
Muddy Waters
South Paw

OJ>en till 2:00 AM
Edb::?water Center

LOWER LEVEL ALTAMONTE MALL

Phone 843-8576
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R-o le and S.~ope plan
clears BOR group;
quality main ·g oal
by Joe Kilsheimer
aaslstant editor

Come sail away
In the spirit of the Top Ten single by Styx accounting major Dave
Morris sets sail on a skateboard on the FTU campus. Shows just what a
ordinary skateboard, a blanket and a little imagination can do to
heighten a blustry winter afternoon. (Photo by Tony Toth)

A BOR committee last week quietly
passed a series of policies that will
most likely have a strong impact on the
future of the State University System.
The policies are part of what is
c alled the Role and Scope study. The
BOR Program and Planning committee undertook the study n early two
y ears ago to determine what future
course the nine state universities will
take.
Dr. C.B. Gambrell , vice president for
Academic Affairs called the Role and
Scope policies "a skeleton ab~ut which
the state universities can build their
academic programs."
The first of the 26 policies sets "high
quality instruction" as a major goal of
the state universities. The rest of the
policies deal with subjects such as ac. cess to higher education, quality of instruction, organization, management
and organization of the State University Sy~tem.
The full Board will vote on the Role
and Scope . policies at their next
meeting Feb. 6 at FTU. The Regents

were scheduled to vote on the policies
at their Jan. 9 meeting in St. Petersburg, but deferred them until some
objections from university of South
Florida officials could be cleare d up. ·
· The controversy centered over
policy 18 which designates University
of Florida and Florida State University
as "full range " universities with statewide responsibilities while assigning
the other seven state universities to
specific geographical service areas.
USF was apparently concerned that
the development of new doctoral
programs would be limited to those
universities. Gambrell said USF
"managed to get through a sufficient
alteration of the policy to relieve their
reservations."
Gambrell said he was pleased with
the Role and Scope study. He added
that 'FTU's primary service area will
expand from six East Central Florida
counties to I I Central Florida counties
ranging all the way to the Gulf Coast.
"We endorse it," he said. "We
welcome the new opportunity. We will
do our best to ·serve the needs of these
I I counties."
.

Cotnlnittee to look over tutorial assistance
b y Dale Dunlap
m•naa:lns editor

An ad hoc committee charged with
studying the transfer of the Tutorial
Assistance Program from the supervision of the Developmental Center to
the Office of Minority Student Services
will have their first meeting Tuesday.
Dr . Margaret Thomas, assistant
dean for Academic Affairs and committee chairperson, said the committee's first order of business will be to
get an update on the events leading up

to the form a tion of th e co mmittee .
John Stover , presid e nt of Bla c k
Student Union, will address the committee since the idea to switch the
program came from a nu~ber of
requests made by BSU to the FTU administration last November.
The committee will submit a written
recommendation to the Office of
Student Affairs no later than the end of
winter quarter.
.
According· to a memorandum
prepared by Dr. W. Rex Brown, vice
president for Student Affairs, the

Senate centers no longer
on weekly sessions, but .•.
Although the I 0th Student Senate meets weekly to·
discuss business and legislation , the trend this
academic year has moved toward a greater focus on
reorganization, committee work and avoiding senate
spending, according to some senators.
Th e result has been a decrease in the amount of
legialation so far considered in comparison to past
senates.
Are there problems in SG?
Factions are a problem this year . Personality conflicts have also hampered the senate.
But Sen. Robert Rotter said , "You can't judge a
good senate by how many bills they pass."
Bobby Allen, student body vice-president and
chairman of the Student Senate agrees . "We strive for
quality rather than quantity," Allen said .
This year's senate has passed bills changing rules
and procedures and revised the finance code. They
have also financed two student government bulletin
boards, allocated money to the Child Care Center
and provided for an election of 12 additional senate
seats next fall as of Jan. 19.
In recent resolutions, they have considered a
scholarship in honor of President Charles N. Millican
and commended the FTU women's volleyball team .
SC'veral senators agreC'd that reorganization of the
senate took place fall quarter when only two bills
wc·n· considered. Th<' maioritv of the senatl' memlH'rs

committee will have three areas of
conce rn.
They include:
• To review the current administrative
structure for retention of minority
students as programmed through the
Developmental Center.
• To study the possibilities, including
the advantages and disadvantages of
an alternate administrative structure.
• To recommend the best possible
mode for administrative organization,
supervision, financing and operation
for future years where the academic

achievement of minority students at
FTU should result in improved retention of these identifiable groups within
the student body.
The other members of the group, appointed by Brown, are: Dr. Ida Cook,
Dr. Roy Lloyd, Dr. David Tucker, ·or.
John
Washington,
Dr.
David
Washington and Tommy Nelson.
· The meeting Tuesday will be held in
the Board Room in the Administration
Building ·beginning at 3 p.m.

Ann Barry
staff writer

are ne~comers and som are college freshmen.
"The new senators became involved whh understanding rules and procedures and were unwilling to
accept precedents as gospel." said Brian Joslyn.
studenf senator. Allen basically agrees but said he
was disappointed reorganization took so long.
To the contrary , Sen. Birgitta N.ilsson said. "The
senate is not so careless with their bills as past
·senates."
Resolution 10-1, .pa:;sed Nov. 17, restructured two
standing committees of the senate to improve committee work.
·
However, in the six meetings since the passing of
I 0-1 , the Elections and Appointments Committee has
reported to the senate once. This committee is supposed to debate. amend. pass or reject measures pertaining to the election code. It should also recommend to the senate on appointments and nominations
for offices.
In two elections held winter quarter. it was
necessary to vote' without H committee recommendation because the committe<'_ had not achieved a
quorum.
The services committee, which was separated frmn
the above to explore SPrvice projects and programs
that the SC might provide for the student bodv. also
reported once. The committee did not nwet for two

weeks into winter quarter.
The legislative. judicial and rules committee which
debates. amends or passes measures pertaining to the
senate constitution, statutes ·and rules of JDrocedure
has reported twice to the senate.
This quarter, Allen established two ad hoc committees to initiate more work on a homecoming budget
and an improved food service program. These committee chairmen both reported good attendence at
their first meetings.
"There will be good legislation coming out of those
committees." promised Allen .
There has been a lot of individual work done outside the senate bv senators and SG offi.c ials. This is
evident in the l~gal aid service. production of the
Thumb. a handbook for commuter students. mail
service to the dorm students. a new Xerox machine
and the presence of Jakubisin and Allen on the
University Parking Committee .
. There are. a lot of thing vou can do by going and
talking to pfople instead of writ ing a bill." said Bob
White. studt>nt body president.
As for improvC'ment during the vear. Joslvn said
thert> will bt> more policv changes and more behind
the s.cenes work. "The students don't want their
money wasted and thnt hns been providt>d for·." lw
said.

l31JllE1iifl 13IJ~.ul
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Women's input
is needed
FTU women, your input is n eeded. A
"Drop-in" for women is being h eld
today from noon until 2 p.m. in room
214 of the Village Center. The Dean of
Women's office invites a ll women to
stop by and share their ideas and
suggestions.
Do you have trouble saying no to
ot~ demands? P er h aps a group on
Assertiveness Communication might
help. Are .the pressures of college and
raising kids getting to you? Maybe a
womens' support group to share
problems and solutions could be the
answer. Or maybe a "Bunch for Lunch" group to discuss world problems
would interest you.
The "Drop-in" is designed to get
your ideas on what women want in ongoing supportive groups on campus. If
enough interest is shown, groups could
be started next week.

Data Center gets
new equipment
The Central Florida Regional Data
Center will be · installing new disc ·
equipment Feb. 4 and 5. No CFRDC
computing service will be available
from 6 a.m. Feb. 4 , until the installation is complete. The installation
is anticipated to be complete by Feb. 5,
but unforseen problems ma y extend
the downtime untH Feb. 6 .

byRicardf I

IRoxi
· You have been. brought here to be
ermlnated.YOur presence as a member
>f the City popuflls represents a threat
:o the Status Quo.

Foreign students
must submit forms
All international students (F-1
students and permanent resident aliens
as well) are reminded to report their ·
current address to the Immigration Office in Annapolis, Md., during the
month of January .
Forms I-53 can be obtained from
any post office. On-campus residents
may get those forms at the Office of International Student Services, ADM
282. Ask for Dr. Hoan or Connie
Weiss.

Limnology exhibit
ondisplay ·
·
What is limnology? It. is not the
study of arms and legs or tree branches. A displ ay of this d y namic science
can be viewed on ·the first floor of the
Biological Sci e nces building .

House inter11
forms available
Applications are now available for
the Florida House Legislative Internship program . Interns will work as
research assistants for standing committees in the House of Representa tives
for one year.
Those chosen as interns will receive·
$500 per month and a partial fee
waiver for a state university . Applications are due by March I.
You can obtain an application b y
writing to:
House of Representatives
Legislative Internship Program

332 House Office Building
Tallahassee, Fla. 32304

Millican joins
honor society
The FTU Chapter of Omicron Delta
Kappa, the national leadership and
honor society, inducted FTU President
Charles N. Millican in a surprise
ceremony Tuesday.
Each year ODK inducts one faculty
member or administrator as an .
honorary member. _
Millican said the induction was a
nice surprise ,
adding his enthusiastic thanks to th e members
prese nt.

We have your best
interest at heart.

the rnarketplac·e
.persona~ ·

.service~
Typing? Call Jan. at 275-7398

4 FULL PLY POLY
Built by Goodrich
25.000 MILE GUAR .
$16.H
A78· 13
B78·13
1t.ll
C7B·13&14
20.t7
E78. 14
21.70
f78· 14 . •
22.5'
G78·14&15
2J.tl
H78· 14&15
25.11
l78·15
26.76

Typist-Experienced In all phases of work. IBM
Selectric for professional results. Paper supplied.
Please call Susie Weiss. 647-4451, after 1:30.

' flBERGlASS 30.000 MILE
DOUBLE BELT GUAR.
2 Fiberglas 2 Polyester
MFC BYFIRESIONE·GDOOYEAR
A78· 13 . • • $21.24
C78·13·14
. 2J.54
E78·14
· ·22.17
f78· 14
'24.54
G78·14 &15
·26.51
H78·14& 15
21.0I
J.L78·15
29.M

Collegiate Research Papers-Thousand on file. All
academic subjects. Send $1.00 for mall order
catalog. Box 25918-z, Los Angeles, CA 90025.
(213) 477-8474.
Professional typing, reasonable. Papers, theses,
dissertations. Experience with all styles. 75cr
base. Editing ayallable. West side. 298-2505.
Will.pick up and deliver.

FREE

Expert Typing-For students-term papers, reports,
thesis, resumes, etc. For Professionals-all types
of work. Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.

MOUNTING &
BAUNCING

Typing-IBM Executive.
2865/671-4081. Marti.

Paper Supplied. 275-

GRE PREP COURSE, $75.00 in Orlando.
LSAT PREP COURSE, $90.00 Ph. 1-854-7466.
Mikay, 2477 S.W. 21st Miami, FL 33145.
MCAT-DAT Review Course take in Atlanta in 3 to
5 days. POBox 77034, Atlanta GA 30309. Ph.
(404) 874-2454.
You can earn extra money if you did well in ENGR
320 or in CALC 2 as I am taking them & need a
tutor-Call 671-2940 anytime. '
HELP! I need some help with Stat! Call 2752865/671-4081. Marti.
.
TUTOR FOR H.S. STUDENT, ALG. TRIG, CALCULUS
I. PSEASE CALL EVES. 339-6268.

Found: Pocket calculator. Call and Identify. 2771002.
FOUND: Pocket calculator In business class-Come
by GCB 344 & describe.
FOUND: Pair of men's wireframe glasses In casefound_fall qtr. Come by GCB 344 & describe •.

for, sal~

Inscribed Pen-.Sllver. Call 275-4124. Describe.
Plymouth Fury 1111968, 8 Cyl. 318 A/C, auto, PS,
76,000 miles. Radial tires, new lnspec, New brake
system. Make offer. Jlm '8'30-6142.
1976 Honda GL1000. Fairing, floorboards,
Touring saddle, Rack, many extras. EXEC. con:!~~~~=:.mileage. (904) 761-2064. after 8 pm or

UlllOll PAIK
.

11at5E. Hwy. so
1-'t TUF Auto P1nsl
HOURS, Daily & Sat. 8-5
PHONE 277·9670

WHITER GAIDEll
ON

AUTO
ROW

961 E. Hwy: 511
HOURS, Mon ..Thurs. S.5,30

Fri S.8 • Sit. 8-4
PHONE, 85!>818S

DA~pr.~u!,~,,~~1ar. in s!3~;~; 1 d~;,A;•·
Mon Fu S.5 30: Sat 8·2
PHONE 252· 1850

011.AllDO

1310 So. 0.B. Trial
(At 4-Wheel Drive Center)
HOURS· Mon ·Wtd .-Fri. 8·8 •Sat. 8-4

Tun .. Thur. S.5,30
PHONE 843-6590

SUNDAY 10-4

ALTAMOllTE SPRINGS ·
1300 Hwy, 436 (l'l M i. Weu of 17·92 )
HOURS, Mon.·S•t. 8·8
PHONE 339·7005

SUNDAY 10-4

DEl.AllD .

589 Hwy 92

(At lonqo Bros Amo co)
HOUR S o.. ry 9 5 30. Sal 8 4
PHONE 734 9543

Colonill & o.. rilit Ave.
(Next to Yam1ha)
llOURS, Daily 5,30.5,30
Sat. a,DQ-4,0Q
PHONE, 841 ·1630

011.AllDO

SAllFOID

2421 s Fr•nch st.
. (At Mr MuffllrShopl
HOURS S.5,30 011ly • S•t S.2
PHONE 322·8294

EUSTIS
(formerlyWholesaleTireCo.1
HOURS, Mon.- fri 5.5,30 • Sat 9.3
PHONL 357 ·7851

Found nu library, Ster. Sliver pen. To claim call
mom. 365-6984 & describe.
Don't forget to get your Valentine's Day ads in
for the one you love! Call the Future or come
:?time for special rates! Deadline Monday Feb.

Whitewater canoe trip, N. Carolina, Mar. 22-25.
Mtn. climbing/backpacking. N. Carolina, Mar. 18'69 Pontiac Ventura 350, V-8, just professionally 22. Snorkel, water ski, fish & dive, Dry Tortugas,
rebuilt, A/C, P/S. 4814 N. Goldenrod Rd. · 671- Mar. 18-22. No experience needed; equipment &
0960. $650 or best offer.
Instruction included. Transportation arranged.
Outdoor Adventures, 904-375-8160; 501 All S.W.
2 Goodyear Polyglass t.lres-$35.00
75 St. Gainesville, Fl32601. Enjoy your spring
1 Goodyear Power Streak tlre-$15.00
break with students from all around the
All are size F.78-14.
southeast! Limited space; very reasonable rates.
Pioneer H-R99 8-track recorder-$100.00
CAii now!
Hohner Contessa gultar-75.00
Nomad 6'3" Swallow-wlnger-$75.00
w~nted
Call 273-6842.

be'l p

Oviedo area, by owner, large wooded lot, country
atmosphere, no city or county utilities to pay. 4bdrm, 2 bath, fenced yar, screened porch, other
extras Included. Assume loan or refinance at
$39,000. Ph. 365-5275.

Female student to stay with elderly Winter Park
woman. Evenings & nights room & board & some
pay available. For info. Call Dr. Burroughs, Ext.
2216. ·

SUMMER JOBS GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK.
'70 Chevrolet Impala, u·s ed everyday, good con- Nation's largest directory. Minimum fifty em·
dition, new tires-$700 or best offer. Contact Joan ployers/state. Includes master application. Only
(campus office) 275-2341 or (Home)
~:So~~MCHOICE, Box 645, State College, PA

647·2i40·
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Mowat
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1SntgfJtS 1!len
AT THE .VILLAGE CENTER
TEST YOUR SKILL

WIN FREE FOOD
WHEN YOU PLAY

FCDDFOR
lAOUGAr
HERE'S HOW TO PLAY AND WIN:
Receive a Food For Thought game card
with each purchase of the Daily Special.·
Answer the questions correctly and you can
win Free Pepsi, French Fries and Hamburgers •

.Saga
SAGA FOOD SERVICE

PLAY 'FOOD FOR THOUGHT' TODAY!
JAN 13 • FEB. lO

jfflonbap

\ll:ut£jl:Jap
2HOTDOGS
LARGE FRY

JUMBO W /CHEESE
LETTUCE & TOMATO
SOUP
LARGE BEV. $1.46

\ll:fJurs.

(ONA PLATE)

LARGE BEV.
$1.46
JUMBO W /LETTUCE & TOMATO
_SOUP
LARGE BEV. $1.46

DOUBLECHEESEBU~GER

FISH W/CHEESE
LARGE FRY
LARGE BEV. $1.46

W/LETTUCE & TOMATO
LARGE BEV. $1.46
PLUS TAX
JAN. ao·. FEB. 3

--

jfri.
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Soft-spoken Ellis assu111es
avveso111e presidential role
by Darla Kinney
special wrtter

He is an ordinary man, very soft-spoken and hardly
a public figure by any means.
But for the next few months, Dr. Leslie Ellis will be
taken from his normally subdued position as dean for
Graduate Studies and Research and shifted into the
very public world of a university president.
Ellis, 52, will take over as FTU's interim president
Wednesday. There will be no fanfare, no ceremony,
just a simple shift from one office to another.
The task of the presidency itself, however, is far
from simple: During the inti:rlin period, Ellis will
assume all the duties required of any permanent
president. He will indeed be the chief administrator
and responsible for seeing that "all operations
proceed freely and without difficulties."
He must meet with the Board of Regents and confer
with various deans and vice presidents as well as
respond to any questions from the chancellor. Ellis
must also join with the legislature and assist with the

budget. In Eilis's words, he must be a "jack of all
trades."
E;llis not only will have the responsibilities of the
office, he also will have the powers. By utilizing these
powers wisely, Ellis hopes that he can keep his short
time in office from becoming a stagnant period for ·
FTU.
On his own Ellis will be able to make small
changes such as starting ~ew programs. However, no
major changes would be made without first consult-ing FTU's newly-elected president, Trevor
Colbourn, Ellis said. _ · ·
·
Ellis was nominated as a presidential ~ candidate,
but declined. He cited several reasons for his decision,
one of which was that he simply likes the job he
currently holds and feels that he can make a contribution to the university where he is. He also felt
"the public relations aspect of the president's job is
not attractive when put on a long term basis."
·
He said it should "be an exciting period" and that
he is "pleased with the confidence that has been
placed in me." His wife, said Ellis, is aJso pleased .

. During Ellis's time away from his current position,
Dr. Frank Juge, currently the Associate Dean for
Graduate Studies and Research, will take over his
duties. Then in June, Ellis will step out of the
limelight and back into his quiet, less hectic-office.

Marijuana arrests
rise dramatically
Cofleee Pres• Service

Marijuana arrests increased
dramatically last year after
declining in r975 for the fjrst time
in ten years.
According to the FBI's annual
Uniform Crime Reports released
last fall, 441,000 arrests occured.
The figure almost equals l 974's
figure of 445,000 arrests.
The number of marijuana arr!'!sts
in I 976 were more fhan the total
combined arrests for the violent
crimes of criminal homicide, rape,
robbery and aggravated assault.

Exam Prep Courses

LSATsso
GRE s
in

75

Orlando

MIKAY · SERVIC·ES
1-854-7466

senco ~~\e,r~~
. Senco of Florida, Inc.
1602 N. Goldenrod Road
Orlando, i=lorida 32807
(305) 277-0412
Watts-1--800-432-2950

PASS

Dale Nichols
President

Jim Taylor
Sales Manager

PAc:::1Na

.SHIPPING SUPPLIES

luxurious living
along freshwater
shores
Swashbutklers
and landlubliers
alike may find
a leeward haven
here
-one and two bedroom

EARN OVER $600 AMONTH
FORTHE RESTOFYOUR
SENIOR YEAR.
If you are interested in math, physics or engineering; ~
the Navy has a program you should know about.
It~s called the NUPOC-Collegiate Progr~m (NUPOC
is short for Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate), and if
you qualify it can pay you as much as $611 a month for
the remainder of your senior year. Then after 16 weeks of
Officer Candidate School; you will receive an additional
year of advanced technical education, education that
would cost thousands in a civilian school, but in the
Navy we pay you. And at the end of the year of training,
you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn't easy. Only one of every six applicants will be
selected, and there are fewer thap 300 openings. But
those who make it find themselves in one of the most
· elite engineering training programs anywhere. With
unequalled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000 salary in
four years, plus travel, medical benefits and education
opportunities.
·
For more details on this program, ask your
placement officer when a Navy representative will be on
campus, or call the Officer Program Office listed below;
or send your resume to Navy Nuclear Officer Program,
Code 312, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22203. The
NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help
you finish college; it can lead to an exciting opportunity.
OFFICER PROGRAMS OFFICE. NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT, 904-396-3822

apartments, one

bedroom townhouses with
lofty sleeping quarters

From $170
East Aloma and Hall Road
'tis here you can rest

your dinghy

678-2223

NAVY OFFICER.
IT'S NOT JUST AJOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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Millican------From page I
The biggest satisf~ction he has
received, he said, has been r-')m
developing and implementing "fine
academic programs," and watching
the performances of students who have
attended FTU .
Some of the toughest decisions he
had to make, Millican said, had to do
with choosing what kind of buildings
FTU would have. "They had to be
designed by the architect to be multipurpose, as flexible as possible, "he
said. "We had to be able to remodel or
convert them later for a special use."
Because of deadlines: ther e wasn't a
lot of time to make these decisions.
"We didn't have time to do a lot of
research," he said. "We made a lot of
decisions and then crossed our fingers
and just hoped it'd work out."
Millican , who_wea.rs a wedding band
on one hand and an FTU class ring on
the other,. said his primary goals were
attained. He wanted to build a university that would have strong academic
programs. "I feel we've done that," he
said. "We need and could use some
additional buildings and equipment ..
the things you don't always get that
you would like to have." He added that
he feels FTU has gotten its "fair share"
of funding available for Florida state
universities.
What piece of advice would he give
the man that will next occupy the
presidential suite?
"I don't think that I could sum all of
it up in any one word of advice or
suggestion," he said. "But it would be
several . things." Millican said there
should be an ongoing assessment of the
academic programs that are needed in
Central Florida.
His schedule, as one would expect, is

hectic. But Millie Kennedy, M!!lican's
personal secretary for 12 yeai·s, said
she has "never worked for anybody
more considerate and easy-going ."
Millican is an avid golfer, and
although he took up the game only two
years ago, he now sports a 19 handicap. At the "Millican Day"
ceremonies last November he was
given a new golf bag and a set of clubs.
He plays almost every weeke.nd.
If he had it to do all over aga in ,
would he do things differently?
"There are some minor things I guess
I would change," he said. "Of course, I
know more about some of the things
now than I did then. The major things
that have been done here I don't think I
would change-I'd · make the same
moves . But I don't mean that we
haven't made mistakes. We have."
Millican announced his resignation
.last April in order to leave office by
January. He will · be replaced by Dr .
Leslie L. Ellis, FTU dean of Graduate
Studies and Research until June 1,
when Dr. Trevor Colbourn of San
Diego State University will assume the
presidency. Colbourn was appointed
by the BOR Jan. 9.
Millican said he "appreciated the action the Board took" in naming Ellis as
interim president instead of asking him
to stay on. "It will give me an opportunity to crystalize my plans (for
returning to th e classroom)." He added
that if he were to continue as president.
"it would not be in the best interests of
the university."
He will begin a leave of absence for
"academic refreshment" Feb . l. He
plans to v isit universities around the
coutry to get an updated look at what
is being done in the business, finance

Millican
... deeply appreciative
and economics areas. Among those on
the agenda are the ' University of
· California at Berkley , Michigan State
and the University of Michigan , Harvard, Stanford Universitv and the
University of Southern California.
Then it's back to teaching in September or January. He said he plans to
teach until he's 70 .
Millican sees a "good" future for
FTU. "I don't quite understand why I
feel this way , but I think FTU is
destined to become a great university
in America in 20 or 25 years," he said.
"Not all the universities that are
leaders todav will be leaders 20 years
from now."
He compared FTU ' s progress to a jet
taking off. "It's t ax ied out to the end of
the runway, is climbing to about
I 0,000 feet and is heading for its
cru_is ing alt~~ude and distination. It's
on its wav ...
He us.e s the words "deeply appreciative" frequently when reflecting
on his years as president. He repeated
the words he used at the "Millican
Dav" ceremonies; the words that are
his . personal philosophy and the motto

of the university.
'Tm deeply appreciative of the opportunity I've had in working with all
the people on this campus: the faculty,
the staff, the students, the people in the
community, in trying to develop an
outstanding university ... We have accepted a challenge, and most people
have approached it with the idea that I
tried to get across for so long: if we're going to do anything, let's do it right._
We ought to approach it from the
standpoint 'we're going to get it
don e .'"
"The students, in the activities they
engage in academically and nona cadem ica 11 y
are just
beating
everybody in the country. The kinds of
things that are being accomplished by
the debate team , the athletes, all those
groups, are a constant thrill to me . It's
just fabulous ."
But he is ready to leave the post he
has held for over a decade, and says
that he will help Ellis and Colbourn if
his help is needed. "This university
means a great deal to me. I've spent a
good part of my life here. But now it's
someone else's turn."

College Republicans
set local conference
College-age Republicans from
campuses around the state will
gather in Orlando Saturday and
Sunday for the first annual college
republican Leadership Conference.
Under the joint sponsorship of the
Republican Party and the Florida
College Republican Federation. the
conference is an effort to gain input
on the future of the Republican Party and to increase student participation.
The conference will be held at the
Downtown Howard Johnson's. at I4 and Colonial Drive. For further
information contact Craig Sikes at
(904) 222- 7920.

MEN AND WOMEN
JOIN
INTRAMURAL SPORTS

coed softball
HOURS: 7:30-1:30 M-F

This Weeks' Special:
QuartPr PoundPr on English Muffin
VPgetablP
LargP Drink
Only $1.43- You savP 23<1'

2-Man Volleyball
KIOSH MENU

roffpp/tpa/lPmonadP!orangP Ju ir P
PPp,si/Dr. PPpper/7-up/Root BPPr
Fresh Do1111ts madP daily
Chili Dogs
FrPsh Chilled Fruit
Danno11 All Natural Yogurt

racquetball singles

Coming Soon: Co.ffPe BrPak SpPcials

Entry Deadline - Feb. 1st
Play Begins - Feb. 6th
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Compromise comes late,
haslittle impact on group
The abolition of the forgiveness policy l;:>y
the Faculty Senate was a sound move that
will aid in raising the academic standards of
FTU.
The resolution, ratified by an overwhelming 44-1 margin in the Senate, was
also approved by Vice President for
·Academic Affairs C . B. Gambrell and
President Charles Millican.
The Student Senate passed a resolution objecting to eliminating the policy that had
allowed students to repeat a course and have
only the second grade -computed in their
grade point average.
Student Body President Bob White vetoed
the resolution, and instead offered a com-

promise to the . Faculty Senate. Whether
vetoing a resolution is constitutional · is
irrelevant here. But in the compromise,
White asked that students be allowed to
repeat only one course. The resolution was
given to .the University Admissions and ·
Standards Committee, but members said
they didn't want to change their position on
the issue.
Although White had the student body "in
mind, when he submitted the compromise,
the move came a little late and didn't have
·much impact.
Since· one class is the average that is
repeated under the forgiveness policy, asking
the faculty Senate for a compromise would

be like asking them to drop the resolution
altogether.
·
- Shelving the policy will make students'
GP As .a better refle·cJ:ion of how well they are
doing. Knowing that a grade will not be
dropped by repeat!ng a course will be an incentive for students to try harder.
For pre-professi0nal students, the
forgiveness policy didn't help in the first
place. ·When students enter. professional schools, their GP A is immediately computed
again, using all the grades, instead of those
..., from 'the second time around.
By doing away with the forgiveness
policy, the threat of grade inflation which
plagues most universities today will be
lessened. As a result, the quality of courses
and FTU's academic reputation should improve.
THE EDITORIAL BOARD

AK#.are.,~ss

key to
students' safety

Editor :
This is an open ietter to women stude.nts at FTU.
_All of us are aware of the tragic events that happened at
Florida State University over the Weekend of Jan . 14-15.
Hopefully, your awareness and concern can prevent sµch an
occurrence at FTU.
As a precaution and again to stress "prevention," this letter is written not only to those of you who live on campus,
but to all University community personnel.
Please think ahead and avoid putting yourself in a
-vulnerable position. When at your place of residence, be s.ure
y our doors are locked. Identify a ll persons who wish to enter.
When anyone leaves, check the door to be sure it is returned
to the locked position. When leaving your living area, why
not make it the buddy system , especially at night , and walk
in pairs. If driving, be sure to check the inside of the car
before entering and have doors locked whil e traveling. Don't
pi ck up hitch-hikers. If commuting to and from campus at
night , park in the best lighted area , don ' t take shortcuts
through unsafe areas, stay away froin shrubbery and, again ,
try to move in pairs.
Those of you who live in the areas across from the campus
should plan ahead and avoid walking to or from classes at
Safety, page 9
r

LettPrs to thP Pdi tor - noon T 1wsday, display and <· /ossified
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Costello's music overwhelms critic
Editor:
After reading Brian LaPeter's review of Elvis
Costell o's new album I decided it was time to
~rite a letter.
LaPeter's insistence that Costello l acks
originality and sophisticatio~ leads me to believe
he listened to the album while doing his
homewoJ'.k. Costello's music leads with a strong
fast beat which may overwhelm the audience
(wh ich obviously happened to LaPeter), but if one
listens closely, an intriguing scenario of guitar
work envelopes the listener. After hearing "The
Angels Wanna Wear My Red Shoes" I rated Elvis
C. among one of the best new guitarists.
I can understand LaPeter's stand that Costello
is a packaged deal thrown to the masses, but let
me quote Simon Frith of the "Village Voice"
(New York), Dec. 26 , 1977.
"In what has been a wonderful year for young

British musicians, Elvis Costello has set himself _
up ... as our quirkest newcomer. But don't be
deceived by the packagfog. Costello's record
company may have changed his name, exploited
his gawkiness and sold him as the kid anyone can
kick sand at, but his music is not a joke." ·
In considering Costello's debut album. as
"shallow with poor instrumentation,'-' LaPeter
denies the fact t.hat Rolling Stone and Village
Voice polls put "My Aim is True" in the top fived
albums of 1977. Crawdaddy also gave Elvis their
new artist award for 1977.
LaPeter's review typifies the conservative view
in Florida towards new artists. May I ask that he
listen to the album one more time concentrating
on the guitars and lyrics.
I'll think he'll find the cover of the album says
it best. Elvis is king.
Mark S. Callahan

FtJitJrfl
Florida
Technological
Univ~rsity
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Block fee
should be
defeated
Editor:
I have just read your story about the
block fee tuition proposal , and would
like to urge all students to write to their
state representatives in an effort to
defeat this proposal.
The added cost for many students
(those working who only have time for
12 to 14 hours) is not the only negative
aspect. Consider the following exam~
pie: Tom is a full-time student. He
works 15 hours a week and normally

Rita has

signs up for 12 to 14 quarter hours.
Tom has narrowed his choice of classes
down to five (17 qu~rter hours)° .but ·
can't decide which four classes to s·i gn
up for. Tom reasons: why .not ·sign' up
for all five? It doesn't cost anything ex- :
tra and I can decide which one· to .drop
after attending class a few weeks. . . . .·
If many students think like To~, · a
lot more classes will be · closed .at
registration oniy to have 20. empty ·
seats a · few weeks later.
·
If the ·administration is really- in- .
terested in students taking more classes
. they should not allow the only two
sections of a course to be taught at the
same time. This is a common practke
in the College of Engineering which
has caused students to s.ign up · for
fewer hours due to scheduling conflicts.
·
Gary T. Bowder , .·

~fantastically

interesting reign'
Editor:
Just wanted to write a few lines
about my "full circle" : the end of a
fantastically interesting reign!
FTU m e ans a great deal to m e . It is a
symbol of growth and certainl y
every one of us, as students, can feel this
as w e pursue our studies from day to
day .
There are some "out there" who still
cannot grasp the _magnitude of
visibility we h a v e a ttained since

Frompage8
night alone. If you must walk alone ,
stay in lighted areas and don ' t cut
across parking lots or wooded area s.
Immediatel y r e por t suspi c ious p e rsons to the poli ce. Ma n y ti mes th ese
r e ports are baseless; h o w ever , s u ch
r e p o rts h ave led to a rrests. If at a n y
time yo u fee l une a sy o r a fr a id to leave
a cl assroo m , dormito r y, lab o r practi ce
r o om , call the U niver sity Po li ce fo r a n
escort. The time yo u mi g ht b e r equ ired

Febuary of 1977. I hope someday the y
will understand that whatever good
happens to FTU happens to us also individuall y.
M y very b est wishes are extende d to
those who seek this y e a r's cove t ed
crowns and I sincerel y hope th ey will
enjoy . a ll of the prepa rations and
crowning as I ce rt a inl y did.
Rit a R e utte r

to wait is well spent if a n attack can be
prevente d .
With a ll of us working togethe r , we
can a p p recia bl y r e duce the ch a n ces fo r
a n y su ch event o n o ur c a mpus.
Jo hn Smith
Directo r , Un ive r sity P o li ce
C aro l P . W il son
D ean o f W o m en

Mardi G r a s - - - - - ·· From page 1
·But the papers said that Alexis clap·: · ped ·so· ·hard he split his white kid
· gloves when he heard the chorus sing:
·May ..the Grand Duke Alexis
Ride a :buffalo to Texas,
If fever cease to love.
It was played over and over the night
of the ball and it has been the carnival
song ev.e r since.
Mardi Gras consists of two parades
: and two balls. In the afternoon Rex
· rides through town with his Knights
and Dukes. The Queen of Carnival, sits ·
on the Balcony at the Boston Club . As
he rides past club, Rex toast his queen
and the celebration begins.
· IN THE ~VENING, Comus's queen
awaits her king in the stands of the

Louisiana Club. Comus riding by
drinks to her health from a goblet
made of gold.
Mardi Gras night Rex and his queen
dance with their Court at a ball in the
auditorium. At midnight Rex takes his
queen to call upon Comus and his
queen.
When Rex and his queen arrive,
Comus drinks to their health and Rex
waves his jeweled scepter .
Then the lords and ladies from both
balls join together to dance and the
majestic couples reign over New
Orleans society until twilight.
At dawn on Ash Wednesday the bells
in new Orleans call the exhausted to
church to begin the first 40 days to
Lent .

Cagers' schedule should be printed
Editor:
Recently I looked at a copy of the
Jan. 20 issue of the Future. I was
checking for a schedule of the upcoming basketba ll g ames. Also, I
looked for some state m ent of purpose
about the Future .
I could find n e ithe r .
With an 11 -2 r e co rd, th e upcoming
g a m es of the b a sketball te am are cert a inl y worth m entioning.
Furthe r , with all the thousands of
d o ll a r s from our tuition which goes to
subsidize the Future, we students are
cert a infy · ent.i tle d to a statement of
purpose from th e editor.
Just what. a re you people doing over
the r"e, ariyhow?
Lawrence Pe.t er

Editors note: There is not ample
space to print the basketball schedule
in each issue of the Future. How ever,
ther e are plenty available in the
Athle tic Office or the Office of Sports
Information.
In the Nov . 14 issue of the Future, we
stated in the editorial what w e f e lt to
b e the Future 's purpose. Sorry you
missed it. W e don't feel it is a necessity
to state our purpose in every issue.
Also, just to enlighten you, our total
budge t is $49,650. Of that, w e
r ec eived $29,000 in Activity & Service
Fee allocations. The rest comes from
advertising revenue. We're sorry yoi..
are disillusioned, but don't let it upset
your applecart.

55
·N lPH

Howdy

Bubblegu01 Giddy I
To Zeta Gal From An Unknown Source.

The Progrrun of .
theYear istit on
TV.

I

It~s in the Air Force .

II
II
II
II

ROTC.
Find out about the two and
four-year Air Force ROTC
programs today. They both get
you an Air Force commission,
an excellent starting salary,
challeng ing
work,
responsibility, promotions, and a
secure future with a modern
service.
Air Force ROTC also prepares
you for leadership positions

ahead . Positions such as aircrew member
missile
launch officers . . . mathematlcians . . . engineers . . . and
research
and
development
scientists.
Find out today about the
benefits of the Air Force ROTC
program. It's a great way to
serve your country and to help
pay for your college edu.c ation .

CONtACT THE PROFESSOR OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
GENERAL CLASSROOM BLDG., ROOM 310
PHONE 275-2264

.:

FRENCH FRIES . SMA L L SOFT DRINK
CHEESE OR TOMATO EXTRA

. . . . EA~HXC~~~~f.a~~·s1i?r.·R!~

11
11

FR E NCH F RIES . SMALL SOF T DRINK
CHEESE OR TOMATO E XTRA
1

7

P~RCHASE --··--EACHlii~p~~~fa~'1nfsES~P~\~i£ ~~~HAS[ . . . .
r:~ -

":1

220 1 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
1115 W . COLONIA L D RIVE
516 ALTAMONTE DRIVE
7135 S. ORANGE B LOSSOM TR.
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1978 Marcli Oras Queen Cancliclates
Barry

Bartholomew

Dolce

England

. It's that time of year again and the-Greeks and other clubs
have turned out in force to nominate their candidates for the
homecoming court.
~ighteen women have been selected .by their organization
to run for Homecoming Queen. This week the Future spoke
to all of them and got their views on homecoming kings and
FTU life among other things.
Liz Agurkis, a sophomore majoring in marketing is sponsored by TYES sorority. Besides taking part in her sorority's
activities, Liz says most of her time is taken up working _at
Sears in the camera department.
Ann Barry, 19, is in her third year as a journalism maj0r.
She is sponsored by the Radio Club. A Future staff writer,
Ann enjoys dancing and snow skiing "when I can." She is
also a member of Delta Delta Delta sorority.
Ann likes the fact that FTU is a young university because ,
the facilities _a nd equipment are newer. According to Ann,
FTU is just the right size . .. It's not so large that you can't get
anything done."
·
Sigma Chi's nomination for homecoming. queen i;> ~aren ·
Bartholomew. She is a junior majoring in criminal justice.
Karen is a member of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority, a s ·fgma Chi
U~tJ..e I sister and she is the sweetheart of Sigma Chi .
Karen says one day she would like to be a juvenile counselor because she enjoys working with young people.
Alpha Tau Omega's candidate is Sharon Dolce, a senior
Visual Arts Education major. Sharon said per major interest
is working with young people. She is currently student
teaching at Bishop Moore High School as an art teacher. After graduation she said she would like i:o get '! job teaching
art in the Orlando area.
Pauline England is sponsored by the Racquetball Club. She
is a junior majoring in Allied Legal Service. Pauline is a
member of Delta Delta Delta sorority and a Sigma Chi little
sister. She is the treasurer of Panhelenic and is a member of
the President's Leadership Council and the National Order
of Omega.
Paulil).e enjoys racquetbaU, sailing, tenni15, and traveling.
Gayle ~oodson is sponsor~d · by the Preprofessional
Medical Society. She is a senior majoring in chemistry and a
member of Alpha Chi Oipega sorority.
Her favorite thing about FTU is the quality of instruction
in the chemistry department. "When I get a high score on a
test, I feel really good abbut it because I know how hard it _
was," she said.
Delta Tau Delta's candidate l is Cathy Gunther. She is a
freshropm psyc_h ology major .a .nd a . pelta Tau Delta .little' ..
sister. Cathy enjoys playing ten,nis and horseback riding, SJie·
also has a· job at the Cloth World in Winter. Park.
Pi Kappa Alpha's entry in the competition-is Valerie Horner. She is a sophomore majoring in accounting. She is a Pike
little sister and a member of Delta Delt;:i Delta sotoriry.
Valerie says the friendships her sorority has given' her is
what she likes best about FTU. She also li.kes the idea of
Homeco~ing kings, .. Guys have rights too," she said.·
Nancy Jedrey, 20, is being sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.' She is a ·SAE little sister ;rnd ' the SAE
sweetheart. She is also the Resident Advisor for "B'' dorm . In
addition to that she is ai:i Allied Legal Services major. After

graduation, she plans to become a para-legal aid in a law office or go to law school.
.
One of three cheerleaders.running for.Queen · is Cindy McCarthy. Her sponsor · is Kappa Sigma · fraternity. Cindy is
majoring in general · communication. Although . her
cheerleading duties take most of her free time, Cindy says she
is very active at the First Baptist Church of Orlando .
Ma~i McNelis i? also a cheerleader and she is sponsored by
the cheerleaders. Mari is a junior majoring in medical records and administration. She said she likes to water ski and go
horseback riding. She also plays the piano.
After she graduates, Mari plans to get a job at a hospital.
Diana Mitchell is sponsored by Chi Phi fraternity. She is a
. junior and her major is medical records and administration.
Diana was one of the original members of the Sarsapirilla
Station Company,- an interpretative theater group that performs children's plays. Her hobbies are dancing, singing and
playing the guitar.
Cathy Oaks is sponsored by Delta Delta Delta sorority . Her
major .is general communication although she is leaning
towards a career in broadcast journalism. Her hobbies are
waterskiing, horseback riding and going to the beach. She is
also an A TO little sister . .
Lambda Chi Alpha's entry is Jodi Reddick, a 19-year-old
criminal justice major. Jodi is a Lambda Cl-Ji little sister and
is also a member of TYES sorority. She enjoys riding horses
al)d playing the piano: After graduation, she says she would
like to work in a district' attorney's office or work with
young people. ·
Jodi also ·thinks homecoming king should become a
tradition. "I come from Minnesota and the school I went to
there had homecoming kings," she said ... I was ' surprised
that they didn't have one here."
Sara Rodriguez is the -Future Marketers Club's entry. She is
a senio'r majoring in marketing. Sara likes to dance, do
needlepoint and g_o to the beach. She also has a part time job , .
at Burdines and from that she became interested in fashion.
She hopes to go into fashion buying after she graduates.
Diane Satterlee is sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega soro"rity.
She is a junior majoring in journalism. Diane is a Pike little
sister, a wrestlerette and bat. girl for the baseball team . She
is a member of the National Order of Omega.
Diane says she likes the growjng school spirit at FTU and ·
the activities .
Tau Kappa Epsilon's entry is Wilma Smith. Wilma is a 21year-old physical education major in her senior year. She is a
TKE little sister and the TKE sweetheart. She is also a
cheerleader al}__d member of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority.
After she graduates, Wilma hopes to teach physical
education at the middle school level and she plans to return
to FTU and get her master's one day.
Deanna Stroud is sponsored-by Zeta Tau Alpha sorority.
She is a junior and her major is medical records. She is a .
TKE little sister and a new member of Omicron Delta Kappa, a national honor society.
Deanna says the homecoming king competition is
throwing a different light on this year's festivities. 'Tm
curious to see )1.ow the guys will react," she .said.
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You are cordially ~nvited
to attend
Mardi Gras Festivities
January 29
to
Florida Technological Uni~ersity's 1978 Homecoming

February 4
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·Rita's reign to encl
by Pam Littlefield
first non-professional to be on camera
· for two sections. (The interview secWhen Rita Reutter , 59, decided to run . tions are split up by commercial
· for homecoming queen of Florida
breaks.) She and Carson hammed it up
.T echnological University (FTU) last
·during commercials by holding hands.
winter, she had no idea just how far
"The producer of the show came over
things would go.
when we were finished and gave me a
".I thought that we would have a
big smack," said Reutter.
_good time and enjoy the noyelty of the
Bob Jordan of Channel 9 saw her
~ the thing," said Reutter. "I had no idea
performance on the Johnny Carson
I'd become a phenomenon."
Show and asked if she would like to in- .
The fiesty grandmother of 14 had
terview senior citizens for Channel 9
received nationwide publicity by
News. "Sure, why not?" sa id Reutter.
becoming
the
"The
Oldest .
She now works as a part-time reporHomecoming Queen." She said some
ter, and Reutter says she has interstudents w·ere self-conscious about
viewed some interesting people. E.P.
having a 59-year-old homecoming
Stowe, and 83-year-o ld artist , was one
queen and feared she would project an
of her · favorites .. "That man was so
unfavorabl e image of FTU.
loveable, you just wanted to hug him,"
Reutter said she feels the publicity
she said.
was good for the university. "I dcm't
Reutter agreed to work for Channel
believe I hurt FTU one bit," she .said
9 with the stipulation that her job
Her reign has been an eventfu l one.
would end if Channel 9 felt she was no
Reutter made a guest appearance on
longer servi'ng the community. She has
~the Johnny Carson Show and was the
the same option to quit if she feels she
staffwrtter

is no longer of servic~.
Presently , however, Reutter is happy
with the job. "I feel that I'm doing a
. service, and I'm very community
oriented," she said.
Senior citizens in the area seem
pleased with the attention Reutter has
:focused on them. "The seniors are very
definitely happy about it," said Reutter. 'Tve had littl e old ladies come up
and hug me."
Reutter would like to dispel her w i5ecracking image. 'Tm very defin' nly
interested in my educat ion , my un ·ersity and my community," she said
Reutter feels ther e a r e
>me
situations that merit aggressiven :s. "I
can be noisy," she said. "If I h av< to be
pushy, I can be."
Reutter would like to help people ~ut
through r ed tape. "I don't like to see a
person hung up on bureaucracy," she
said.
That's why she likes wo rking with
the public. Reutter feels she can help

push to get things done.
"Working with the public is not an
easy 1ob," she conceded. "If you don't
like working with the public, you
shouldn't do it. Go find yourself a·job
in a closet some place."
Reutter was a high school dropout in
193 7. She .was forced to quit school
and go to woi;-k in a pocketbook factory. She received her diploma 18
years later.
She discovered she would be able to
go to college on benefits her late
husband -received as a 100 percent
disabled veteran. Reutter received her
B.A. in public administration in 1969.
She is now working on her masters
degree in guidance.
Reutter said that being homecoming
queen for FTU opened a lot of doors
for her. "It used to be a culmination,"
she said. "With me, it was just a beginning."
Reutter will be 60 years old when she
graduates. She says she wants to find a
nice cqllege somewhere a nd counsel
freshmen.
When asked if she had received any
good job offers as a res:.ilt of a ll the
publicity, Reutter 'smiled and sciid,
"No, not even any indecent offers."

1978 Mardi Oras King Candidates
Alcott

Anderson

Baker

Fabiano

Farley

No Mardi Gras would be complete without a King a...;d Queen, and so it
goes with FTU Homecoming. This year for the first time in its history,
FTU will have a Homecoming King.
Fourteen men h ave been nominated by various campus organizations to
participate in the competition and they recently voiced some of their attitudes and-fee lings about this year's Homecoming celebration.
HENRY ALLCOTf, a junior finance major, will be representing the
Pi Kappa Alpha (Pike) fraternity.
.
"I think Homecoming is great," he said. "It's the only time of the year
school spirit is shown at FTU, since it is a commuter school."
He is also a member of IFC and Order of Omega.
JEFF ANDERSON, a senior biology major is sponsored
by the Raq1:1etball Club, of which he is president. He says he felt the
theme of Mardi Gras for Homecoming symbolized "togetherness and a
party atmosphere".
·
.
"To be voted king would g ive me a good warm feeling, to know that I
had the ·support of the students before I graduate."
BOB BAKER, representing the Sociology Club, is a jun.ior majoring in ·
sociology. 'Tm involved with a handicapped organization on campus,''
he said. "I am also handicapped and I want to win mainly to show that
the handicapped can do the same things as a non-handicapped person."
Baker was Homecoming King at Daytona Beach Community College
last year, he was the first handicapped person there to ever run and win.
"If I win , I'll make history for being a second time winner," he said . He
explained that this along with showing other handicapped people what
they can do is his goal.
NINO FABIANO, a senior majoring in radio-television, is being sponsored by WFTU-FM where he will be a disc-jockey. He felt that this year's
Hom~comi.ng would be exciting and a good chance for everyon~ to get
together. "_We have a lack of social activities on campus and this will help
bring students together."
RICK FARLEY, a junior finance major, also felt that Homecoming is
time for the students to come togeth e r and get involved.
"1 think it is a good idea to have a Homecoming King, too. It makes for
a more well-rounded deal," he said . "Homecoming is a good deal for the
· students, it takes the sting sway from classes."
He is being spor!sored by Alpha Chi Omega and is also a member of
Omicron Delta Kappa (ODK) ;;ind is president of Pike fraternity.
MICKY GRINDSTAFF, representing the Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE)
fraternity is a senior finance major, vice president of the President's
Council and a member of ODK and Order of Omega:
"Homecoming is one way to get people involved," he said, "FTU is
lacking in spirit and·enthus iasm."
·
JIM HARTLEY, nominated by . Kappa Sigma fraternity, said that
Homecoming is "a good idea because it is good for schoot spirit."
He is a senior majoring in inclustrinl Pnginc-Pring. He also enjoys participating in intra.m ural sports on campus.
STEVE JONES, a senior criminal justice major, was chosen to r ep resent
th e TYES sorority, which he considered to be his "biggest honor".
He said that Homecoming helps to bdn.g those who aren't involved in
campus organizations together.
"It would also be an honor to represent the school," he. said. "Although

. Grindstaff

Jones

most guys may be afraid. to say it, I really like FTU a lot and would like to
see us get together and have a strong student body like other schools."
He is also a member of Alpha Tau Omega, where he holds two ofHces,
h e also coaches the Tyes in sports.
BRIAN KENNEDY, sponsored by the Future Marketers Club, of which
he is vice president, felt that Homecoming was a great idea and hopes that
everyone "really gets into" the theme of Mardi Gras.
"I think it's going to be a wild Homecoming,'" h e said. "Mardi Gras is
an outrageously exciting event and I hope it is for FTU, too."
CURTIS LEE, representing Lambda Chi Alpha, is also captain of the
FTU cheerleaders. He is a sophomore studying radiologic technology.
He is very enthusiastic about Homecoming hoping that a lot of ·people
will particip~te . "I want everyone to get more involved in it ancinot just
the fraternities competing for awards with others considering it just
another day," he explained.
STEVE MIKLOS, a sen ior public administration major, is being sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) fraternity.
"I think the idea of a king and queen is a good one," !Je said. "It offers
versatility in that it lets not just the women get involved, but also the
men."
'
He is a member of the Order of Omega and is a veteran.
JIM MOYE is representing the FTU cheerleaders. He is a senior
majoring in electrical engineering and a member of two honorary
organizations, Tau Beta Pi and Eta.Kappa Nu. He is also president of the
President's Leadership Council and a cheerleader.
"I think Homecoming is the best· time of the year for students to get
together and share spirit for the team. As a cheerleader , I can appreciate
the participation of people at homecoming."
CURTIS MUDD, a senior marketing major, is representing Sigma Chi.
He is also an FTU cheerleader ;;ind was selected to be a Congressional intern in Washington D.C. last summer.
He is excited about homecoinirig, explaining that "anything to get
everybody involved is good. The more people you get into it, the better,''
he sa id.
SVEN RODDENBECK was nominated by Delta Tau Delta fraternity of
which he is president. He is a ~enior civil engineering major a.nd member
of the civil engineering society.
·
"Homecoming is great; I've always enjoyed it,'' he said. "I also think it's
(being king) a neat idea and fits well with the theme."
- Sunni Caputo
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Flying saucers: fact or fiction?by Brian LaPeter ·
enbi

tA•••nt ..-tor

If you had gone in a -non-believer yo,u
would have come out a non-believer. If
you had gone 'in a believer chances are
you would 11ave still come out a non. believer.
·
I'm referring to the lecture on UFO's
presented by nuclear physicist Stanton'
T. Friedman last Tuesday in ; the
Village Center Auditorium. The speech
was entitled "'Flying Saucers "Are
Real."
Friedman, who has be.e n doing
college tours since 1970, claims to be
the only space scienti.st wholely
devoted to the study of Unidentified
Flying Objects.
The Friedman lecture presented ten
to twenty years of UFO findings in a
less than two hour time period which is
a great deal of material to digest so
quickly. A lot of the material was old
and had been presented by every other
UFO- lecturer. The photos were cITssaPpointing also; the typical UFO pictures, a little blurry elliptical mass far
off in the sky. I was expecting
something more drastically revealing.
In fact the best picture Friedman
presented turned out to be a phony .
"I am convinced. that the evidence is
overwhelming," said Friedman about
his belief in UFO's. He separates

sightings into three categories of which
the third is the one he accepts. It is
reports from competent people that
cannot be identified by investigators.
"A major point that I want to make
t~n.ight is that every large study on
UFO' s has. produced a substantial
amount of these kinds of sightings,"
stated Friedman. He discussed all the
basic UFO studies since the. fifties includin g the governmentS·- project
Blue B0ok plus he criticized- several
recent b oks on the subject.
"Are there any crackpots in
sightings :· " questioned Friedman. "Of
course," 1e said. Counting for only
two percent of all sightings these
reports by unreliable sources were
titled "phycological aberations:"
Many companies in the world, according to Friedman, are capable of
building a vehicle that would meet the
specifications of reported UFO's. He
said that it's when we get into their
behavior that we see they're not from
here (earth). UFO's reportedly are
capable of moving forward and then
backward without turning around,
hovering, moving slow and. then
speeding up to speeds in excess of
10,000 mph. They have also been
known to make right angle turns at
2,200 mph . They make no sonic .boom,
have no wings or tail and no visible

sign of an external ·e ngine.
With all the evidence being 'revealed
Friedinan states several reasons that
high officials won't accept UFO's as a
reality. A lack. of awareness of data,
pure ignorance forms the first reason.
Number two is what Friedman called
the "laughter curtain,'' peoples ·fear of
being ridiculed for. believing in UFO's.
A recent Gallup pole found that 11 %
of persons in the U.S. believe they have
seen ;i UFO. Ninety percent of these
have not reported it though. The third
reaspn .was their .ego. UFO's indicate a
more advanced technology, if they
existed they would contact an official.
The final reason was their unwilliagness to use our knowledge and
technology.
Various case examples are also
brought up by Friedman, in particular
one of a kidnapping in 1961 where a
man and his wife were picked up by a
UFO. They were later hypnotized to
relive their experiences aboard the
UFO. A description of the aliens were
used in creating the people in the
movie "Close Encounters of the Third
Kind."
Friedman concluded by saying
"what I'm trying to do is to be the
Ralph Nader of UFO's," to expose the
"cosmic watergate."
·

Friedman
... with hovering object

Crack
the Sky inventive, imaginitive
hr
Don Gillilan.d .

et.ff witter

Crack The Sky h ·a s one of the strangest names for a group in rock music today .
Their music is also out of the ordinary, exemplified by their. two-night.performan~

ce at Friar Tuck's Olde English Pub in Casselberry last Sunday and Monday night.
The six-man band has recorded three albums on the Life-song label, their newest
being the just r.eleased "Safety In Numbers." The vast majority of the songs they
performed at Friar.Tuck's were either from their first album or the new release.
Although too.loud at times for the small pub , the inventive band gave very good
performances which left .the audience (most of whom were no doubt unfamiliar
with the band's music) very much impressed and delighted.
Both nights the band started their set with a medley of ''Hold On," "Mind
Baby,'.' and a song from the new LP. Other highlights were "Ice," "Surf City,"
"She's A Dancer,'' and "Maybe I Can Fool Everybody. " One song they performed
from the new album that stood out was a little beauty called "Nuclea Apathy. " In
that one Jim Griffiths played · a splendid acoustic guitar intorduction. Drummer
Joey D' Amico took over vocals for parts of the song which lead to the outstanding
lead guitar of Rick_Witkowski and Joe Macre's bass playing ."::;.
For their' encore both nights the IJand_ surprised a few people a~d instead of
doing one of their own compositions.("WeWant Mine" .w as shouted several times),
they came back out and did a magnificent version of the Beatles' "I Am The
· Walrus." Holding nothing back , the band had a very visible stage presence and
concluded the electrifying performance on a high note.
For those who hadn't heard Crack The Sky before, as well as those who had, the
concert was a real treat.
The manager of Friar Ruck's said he is trying to make the pub into a "high
quality progressive rock club" in the mode of the Troubadour in LA and The Bottom Line in New York. With acts like Crack The Sky, it won't be long before they
reach that goal.

Blue Oyster c_.lt--" Spectres"
by Brian LaPeter
entertainment editor

Rick Witkowski of Crack The Sky. (Photo by Don Gilliland)

Blue Oyster Cult. Ominous sounding,
the epitome of heavy metal music.
Originally planned to be a band built
around several . guitars, the last few
albums by this New York rock group
have revealed some innovative use of
keyboards.
The bizarre underground image they
generate is made stronger by their
latest album "Spectres." Songs like
'Godzilla," "'Golden Age of Leather"
and "Death Valley Nights" gives one
the feeling that these creators of fantasy don't sit down to listen to Donny
and Marie after a hard day in the
studio.
Loosely' patterned after their last
release "Agents of Fortune," "Spectres" has a heavy emphasis (for Blue
Oyster Cult) on vocals and melodies.
A strong similarity can be seen between "Fireworks"(an excellent song,

probably the best on the album) and
"Don't Fear the Reaper" from "Agents
of Fortune." "Godzilla" and "Death
Valley Nights" symbolize the hard
driving rock and roll Blue Oyster
Cult has been known for.
Musicianship on the album is up to
par with the excellent standards that
have made Blue Oyster Cult concert
favorites over the last couple of years.
The guitar work by Donald "Buck
Dharma" Rosier is bringing him
recognition as a leading rock guitarist.
Although it's not the best album they
have produced,"''Spectres" will satisfy
any avid Blue Oyster Cult fan plus
bring a new meaning of rock and roll
to newcomers.
·
To many people Blue Oyster Cult
may just be another loud and simplistic rock group but in essence they
are a diversified team of creators who
compose some of the most exciting
music in rock today.
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''Which Way Is Up''
not one of Pryor' s best
by :C>0n Gilliland
. staff writer

"Which Way Is · Up?" ·is not one of
Richard Pryor's better movies.. The
new comedy (adapted from "The
Seduction of Mimi" by Lina Wetrmuller) features Pryor in a triple role,
playing the parts of Leroy Jones (a sexstarved fruit picker) , Rufus Jones
(Leroy's father), and Reverend Lenox
Thomas (a j)reacher who has seduced
half the women in his church).
Any fan of Pryor's knows the
comedian uses a well rounded
vocabulary of profane words. While
Pryor's use of these words· is usually effective in his comedy routines, he
overdoes it in "Which Way Is Up?."
This, however, doesn't take that much
away from the film. It is at times very
funny and also on the serious side but
does have its flaws which turn it into a
mediocre film. Pr:yor addicts will
probably enjoy it none the less.

The main character played by Pryor
in the film, Leroy Jones, has his ups
· and downs, going from fruit picker to
painter to a supervisor in a fruit juice
plant. In between his work life Leroy
has various sexual problems. His
young bride is unresponsive in bed; he
has a child by another woman who
he lives with out of town; when
returning home after a year his wife is
reGtdy to go but now Leroy says he is .
"tired"; Mrs. Jones becomes pregnant
by the Reverend Thomas; Leroy
seduces the reverend's wife for
revenge and in the end all of the
women leave Leroy. Heartbreaking
isn't it?
The film ends with Leroy in despair.
All his women have left him and he has
just told his boss where to go. One
hopes Pryor knows where to go from
here. "Which Way Is Up?" is not a bad
film, but Pryor is obviously capable of
making much better ones than this.

Concert Listings
Jan. 28-

Sea Level, Stillwater (2 shows}

Jan. 28-

Jackson Browne, Karla Bonoff

Jan. 29Feb. 10-

Ted Nugent, Golden Earring
Count Basie

Feb. 10Feb. 11Feb. 11Feb. 20-

Great Southern Music Hall,
Orlando
Bayfront Center,
St. Petersburg
Lakeland Civi.c Center
Great Southern Music I:Iall,
Orlando
Lakeland Civic Center
Stetson University, Deland

Steve Martin
Steve Martin
England Dan & John Ford Coley,
Elvin Bishop Band
Arlb Guthrie (2 shows)

Walt Disney World
Great Southern Music Hall,
Orlando

PRATT
&WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT
GROUP

The three faces of Richard Pryor in "Which Way Is Up?"

Children's music workshop offers classes
FTU's Department of Elementary Education is sponsoring a four week
Children's Music Workshop which will offer mini-classes in singing, square dancing·, composition and instruction ii;i musical instruments. For a $10 registn;ition
fee to cover the cost of a morning snack plus other materials, elementary age boys
aryd girls can spend each Saturday morning during February in- music classes
taught by FTU students majoring in elementary educafion.
Classes will be held from 9:30 to noon each Saturday from Feb. 4-25. The first
class will meet in the lobby of the Education Building. Registration deadline is Jan :
• 31.

Have your payroll check

D _E POSITED DIRECT
IN YOUR CHECKING OR SAVINGS ACCOUNT
IN THE

The Citizens Bank
of Oviedo
SIGN UP NOW IN THE PAYROLL DEPT.
Administration Building -

3rd Floor

FREE CHECKING. WITH
$100 MINIMUM BALANCE

REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE

156 G,eneva Drive

01

Member FDIC

JD'S SPORTSMAN

CAMPUS

Oviedo. Florida

~EN

17-92 CASSELB~RRY
TUE-SUN

Febuary 8, 1978

to' interview candidates

Consult your Placement Office.

NOW APPEARING

for degree and field of study
requirements

ORLANDO'S OWN
NATIONAL RECORDING ARTISTS

MISTY&JACK

0
AIRCRAFT GROUP
PRATT& WHITNEY

1
1.

¥:&~.ES

An Equal Opportunity Employer I Male & Female
.:
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Let me explain!
Officer Jim Horton, an FTU traffic patroler, had his hands full
Tuesday trying to explain to an
unidentified student why he
received a ticket. The discussion
got rather heated when the
student asked the officer where
he could park with all the
congestion behind the rehearsal
hall and the other dirt areas.
However, the officer won. (Photo
by Richard Paiva)

€i)

A GOOD VOCABULARY
CAN MAKE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE

,9!

Find the words to el(press yourself
in a Free Vocabulary Class at the
Developmental Center. Flexible
· Hours - - come by.

THE CHOPPING BLOCK

DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER

PRECISION HAIRCUTTING AND STYLING

DORM C;SUITE 108

ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE
894-9056

PHONE 275-2811

10% OFF ALL SERVICES WITH STUDENT l.D.
AND THIS AD.

Humanities and fine arts majors
don't read about history
participate in it

Army ROTC offers many opportunities for
humanities and fine arts majors. Including
a starting salary of $12,000 per year; and
a chance to visit many of the cultural
and historic points that you studied about.
Army ROTC offers equal opportunity to men
and women. If you are interested or .
have any questions about Army ROTC
call
Martin Stanton

. RICHARD PAYNE
SENIOR

273-3148

HISTORY MAJOR

Students 111ay stare but
the girl doe.s not knoltY
by Pam Littlefield
staffwrtter

She walks confidently into class and
quietly takes a seat at the front of the
large lecture hall. She brushes long,
dark hair from her face _as students
glance at her curiously and then look
away. Linda Watson doesn't notice.
She is blind .
- Watson, 24, is a junior majoring in
social work at FTU. "I am just ·a
student like everyone else," she said,
"but I have to work extra hard ."
WATSON TAPE RECORDS all lectures and. has a reader providE;!d by the
Division of Blind Services who goes
over texts with her. Mariy times she is
able to obtain the tex.tbooks on tape,
but says it helps to go over it with her
reader
It is often difficult for Watson to
listen to a lecture and decide what portions are most important. She said
many instructors emphasize a point
visually, either with gestures , or by
writing it on the board.
Although she doesn't contact instructors before she registers for class,
Watson tries to talk with them after the
first class meeting. She must find out
when tests are scheduled and work out
a method for testing.
.
SOMETIMES SHE IS allowed to
take tests with her reader. On other occasions, the instructor likes to administer the test himself.
Watson has had eye problems all of
her life. Although she is not totally
w ithout sight, her vision of 20-800
means she can see only dim outlines
and tell the difference between light
and dark. At night she has. no vision.
Watson said if she could do it over
again , she would have gone to a school
for the blind only to learn Braille.
From there, she would have gone to
school with sighted persons. She feels it
is important not to isolate the blind.
"Give them time -to mix and mingle,"
said Watson, "to be accepted as a part
of life."
AFTER COMPLETING her B.A. in
social work, Watson plans to get a
master's in counseling. She is presently
doing volunteer work at the Durocher
House, a runaway shelter for juveniles.
She -does exercist:s with people at
Durocher to teach them about their
senses. She bUndfolds them so they can
understand what it is like to be without
sight . "I had one kid say, 'How do you ·
live like ~his from day to day?"
Straight talk about blindness is
som.ething Watson appreciates. She
said too many people don't know how
to react to a blind person. "They'll talk
around it."
ANOTHER PROBLEM IS people
who expect extraordjnary things from
her as an overcompensation for her
blindness. She saic;l. that may work for
some people, but stressed that she is an
ordinary student who must work very
hard for her grades.
She has lived most of her life in
England, and said it was difficult to
relate to people in American schools.
She went back-to private.,.s chools until
she attended Valencia Community
College .
.
College was a big adjustment .
"There was a little bit of fear," Watson
said, "but I found that after a w?ile it
wasn't that bad ."
IN HER FREE TIME, Watson enjoys horseback riding, biking, and
water skiing. "If I can find people to
take me." she said. "It's hard to find
people who ;,lren't scared."
Her eye doctor is apprehensive about
all her activities because Watson has a
detached r etina . That means she could

lose all of her sight if he hit her head
the wrong way. "He gets a little upset
when I go tearing off on my bike on a
main road," said Watson .
She realizes she is taking a risk, but
smiled and said, 'Tm just doing what
comes naturally."

BEAT THIS!
1 Bedroom, 1 Bath

$124
Unfurnished

$134
Furnished

• 2 Po.o ls
•Tennis Courts
•Rec. Room
Highway 50, Eas1:
to 3100 Alafaya Tr.

Time stands still at our distillery where we still make Cuervo Gold by hand.

For centuries we've wound·
our clock by hand.
And for centuries we've

-made Cuervo Gold by hand.
At the Cuervo distillery its almost as if time -has stood still.
Our. Blue Magueys are nurtured by hand, picked by hand,
and carried ~o the ovens by hand, as they have been since 1795.
It is this continuing dedication to tradition that makes
Cuervo Gold special. Any way you dr£nk it Cuervo Gold will
bring you back to a time when quality ruled the world.

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.
CUERVO ESPECIAL® TEQUILA . 80 PROOF IMPORTED AND B O TTLED BY © 19 77 HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN .
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VIL.L AGE CENTER
Unive_~sity

A

Movie

.J oin A Village Center Activities
Board Committee
·
Speakers 3 p.m., Wednesdays
Public Relations 4 p.m., Mondays
Recreation
.
Cultural Events 2 p.m .., Thursdays
Cinema 1 p.m., Tuesdays
FA V.ORS ·3 ·2.m., Tuesdays
PEG 4 p.m., Thursdays

kALPHiiAKSHIFILM

WIZAFm

Wr;n•n. Pro.tuc..i ond o;...,,..i by RALPH BAKSHI
Music Compoud • nd Conduc1ed by ANDREW BELLIN G

~

m.1-j

Col« by JM l.u•ll4'

e19n,.--...c:-_...,

For more information, stop by the V.C. Main Desk
·
or call 275-2611.

~

8 ·: 30/VCAR
Tonight and Sunday night

VC Spring Musical Committee presenting

Admission Free W/FTU I.D ..
Public $1.25

Gene~al

* 11r.r.•••
*
.11\n®

''The Pajama Game''

needs a
STAGE MANAGER CHOREOGRAPHER PROPERTY CHAIRMAN
COSTUME CHAIRMAN MAKE-UP CHAIRMAN SET CREW

Quiz Competition .
·.Tournament Entry

If you are interested in any of these positions, contact Dr.
Lawson In VC 197. GET INVOLVED! ·

DEADLINE

HOMECOMING T-SHIRTS

Entry Forms
and Information
Available atVC197 ·
5 p.m. Jan. 30, 1978

.'* * *

·available.for $3.00 at
VILLAGE CENTER MAIN DESK

HO·M ECOMING '78

MON

\/\/ED

CAMPUS PICNIC

HCREOLE DAY" ·
10:45

a.m~

- 1: 15 p.m. VC Patio

Entertain111ent By

·""BOURBON STREET
FESTIVAL''

_ ~'SOUTHPAW''
11 a.m. -1 p.m. V.C. Green

TUES
Entertainment on the
V.C. ·Green
CANTAMOS
11 a.m. - 1

ACTIVITIES

p.m.

Featuring the FTU JAZZ BAND
& FTU Clubs & Organizations

11 a.m. - VC Green

Florida Technological University's
Mardi Gras Festivities
The Village Center Activities Board is funded through the Activity & Service Fee, as
allocated by the Student Government of FTU.
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FTU - HOMECOMING '78
FRI

~~/"'~
.i;! JAZZ~
B

NEW ORLEANS

·-u,.....

~11uw~~

ND

12 noon
Campus Parade

University Circle

Featuring Floats
& King & Queen Candidates

Sponsored by FTU Organizations
\

\

Pep Rally & Orga-n ization Skits

Village Center
Assembly Room
\Ved.,Feb. l, 1978
.
8-: 30 p.m.
_

Featuring the FTU Pep Band & FTU Cheerleaders

;:-

~
~'\\

12:30p.m.

~~~-?(

- . ~~

V.C.Green·

~~.
Ticke~<l~'7s:i~~i~;~=-~/~~Ji~~ Desk Ho
- M~ E c)lo
-·-MIN({~ G_ B-;?~"N
F-I R E & General Public $3.00
U
=-- .-·~

.

~
~

~~

-~... ~
3

~-

FIREWORKS

Starting at 10:30 p.m.

Homecoming 1978

Blue Grass Festival
j
Fri., Feb. 3
·
6:30-10:30/VCAR

c/

featuring:
The Paul Champion Band
The Peyton Brothers

.,/'

Chubby Anthony
and Big Timber Bluegrass

fl

Lake Claire

Entertainment.by the Peyton Brothers

SAT

BASKETBALL GAME:

FTUvs BISCAYNE
7:30 p.111.

FTU Gy111

See the Crowning of
the Homecoming King & Queen at Halftime!

Gamble.Rodgers

Fri., Feb. 3 6:30-10/VCAR
Tickets available at VC Main Desk
Admission Free W/FTU I.D.
General Public $3.00

CCMASKED BALL"
Entertainment:

DANCE
CHOSEN FEW

VCAR 10 p .m. - 2 p.m.
Semi-Formal Dress & Masks1

I~
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Pettiway hits the hoop
as FTU nips Southern
by Richard Nelson
staff writer

Florida South ern. 6-7 center Bill Chambers' shot
went in and out of th e basket onl y seconds after
subst itute Jeff Pettiway scored his only basket of
the game to . g ive FTU a one-point lead with 12
seconds left. The Knights won 78-75 Tuesday
night in th e Tech gym, their I 0th stra igh t.
Lee Riley ·was fouled immediately after grabbing the game-end in g rebound. He sank both ends of a one-and-one bonus shot to give FTU their
final three-point margin.
"We were lu cky to get out of here with our lives

"We were lucky to get out of here
with our lives after two starters
fouled out and sa-t the bench.''
--Clark

FTU forward Lee Riley soars high above
Florida Southern defenders for an easy
basket. The Knights had to hold on for a
78-75 victory. (Photo by Ray Gilmer)

after our two starters fouled out and sat the
bench," said a relieved Torchy Clark.
A big factor in the Sunshine State Conference
game was the officiating (or lack of) during the
game. Prather said after the contest, "Coach kept
warning us abo ut how good the Southern guards
co uld shoot. They shot great, but I'm still wondering about those refs. They ca ll ed eight straight
against us one time!"
Starting the second half, FTU led 41-31, · but
the Moccasins' two guards, Clinton Morris and
Drew Tucker, came out firing . Both hit 15-footers
off the glass to whittle the Knight lead to on ly
three, 56-53.
Then the partisan FTU crowd watched in

anger as Jerry Prather and playmaker Cleveland
Jackson fouled out of the game. The referees put
Jackson on the bench, call ing him for two offensive fouls in a row. Prather got caught twice for
reaching in and once for an offensive charge.
When Prather fouled out with 6:41 remaining
in the game, Lee Riley put in three key baskets, al l
inside, to keep FTU ahead of the on-charging
Moes.
Southern coach Hall Wissel ca ll ed on his cagers
to use an FTU tactic--the press. His team's fullcourt trapping defense forced FTU into numerous
turnovers.
The Moes went ahead ~n a Marshall Lester
foul shot to make it 69-68. After the two teams
traded baskets, Riley apparently blocked a shot
by Marshall Lester but he was called for a foul.
Lester sunk both free-throws to give his team a
73- 70 lea~ with 2:45 left in the game. Pettiway
then traveled with the ball, but the Knights stole
it back and Krull was fouled. He sank both shots
to pull FTU within one, 73-72.
The teams traded baskets ·again and Southern
had the ball with 48 seconds remaining. FTU
used a half-court. press to try and gain a turnover
by the stalling Moes. The Knights succeeded,
causing Tucker to lose the ball out-of-bounds .
FTU went down court and worked for the last
shot before Pettiway hit his game-winner .
Leading scorer for the Knights was Jackson
with 17 points. Close behind were FTU forwards
Riley and Pete Krull with 15 apiece, while Mike
Spivey added 14.
The Moes were led by Tucker with 22 and
Chambers who contributed 21.
The win by the Knights extended their conference record to 3-0 and their seasonal record to
12-2. Tomorrow night the Knights travel to St.
Petersburg to play Eckerd College at 7 :30 p.m.

Lloyd wins, but Auburn still too tough
by Richard Nelson
staff writer

Al Lloyd lay on the gym floor,
exhausted.
The lights shimmered off his sweaty
.body; his eyes were closed with his
hands locked together over his head
showing the frustration of defeat.
But Lloyd hadn't lost. He had just
defeated
Auburn's
heavyweight
wrestler
Vic
Azar
i 1-6 after
dom.in at ing the match throughout. But
he knew it wasn't enough.
For his team to win the match, Lloyd
needed a pin. A pin would have given
· the FTU wrestlers six points and a 2120 win over the Division I Tigers
Saturday. However, the winning
decision gave Lloyd and FTU only
three points and a heartbreaking 20-18
loss instead of a one-point victory.
Auburn was the second Division I
te-am in two days the Knight grapplers
had faced. Friday FTU hosted LSU,
losing 32-9.
Even though they were man-handled
by the War Eagles, FTU's Ray Barker
( 190 lbs.) pinned Torn Martucci at
2:20 while Lloyd won a 12-8 decision.
over freshman George Attyeh.
Against Auburn Lloyd started where
he left off Friday. After a scoreless first
period, Lloyd managed to get his left
foot behind Azar to trip him for the
takedown, giving him a 4-0 lead.
At the beginning of the third period,
Lloyd maneuvered Azar to a near fall
by taking his left elbow back behind
his back using Azar's weight against
him. Azar's shoulders were almost
touching the mat for the needed pin
but he scooted out of bounds.
Holding a 9-3 advantage, Lloyd was
final~y ridden to the mat by Azar. But

FTU heavyweight wrestler Al Lloyd lays on the
mat after a grueling match with Auburn's Vic Azar.
Lloyd decisioned Azar 11-6, but it·wasn't enough
the 223-pound FTU grappler reversed
his man and almost got a pin again
before Azar wiggled out of it.
The Knights started the match by
winning the first three weight classes
for a 12-0 lead. All-Americari Haruki

to c;>vercome stubborn Auburn, which won the match 20-18. (Photo by Tony Toth)·

Kawamukai captured a dominant
decision from John Newton 6-0.
Auburn came back, however, winning the next five weight classes. The ·
War Eagles went ahead for good when
Auburn's Joe Elinsky defeated FTU's

Tony Mann ( 167 lbs.) 20-11 for a 1512 lead.
Tomorrow the Knight grapplers
travel to Fort Pierce Central's gym to
wrestle Florida International University at 7:30 p.m.

' ...
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Dunk

C ity!-.
And that's just what FTU's
Jerry Prather (left) and Pete
Krull did in an 81-71 victory
over cross-town rival Rollins
College last Saturday night at
Rollins' Enyart Alumni Field
House.
The Tars couldn't keep up
with the fast-breaking Kniglits as
FTU streaked to a 2 l-4 lead
behind Prather and floor general
Cleveland Jackson.
Jackson and Prather each canned 21 points in leading the
Knights to their ninth straight
victory and second of the y ear in
division play .
The first of two showdowns
with Rollins is o v er. Next they
come to FTU on Feb. 8.
"We're gonna whip'em when
they come here," said Mike
Spivey. (Photos by Tony Toth)

Talented Mitchell
gives. track a boost
by Richard Nelson
abffwrtter

What can you do in a little over nine
seconds? For most people, nine
seconds is too small a time period to
even worrv about.
But to Mike Mitchell, FTU
trackman, nine seconds has a lot of

meaning. He is one of the few gifted'
per.sons in the world than can run
_100 yards in slightly over nine sec- _
onds-9.4 to be exact. ·
,
Mitchell has so much talent, in his
.;enior year in high school he
received 67 scholarship offers from
colleges around the _·country for

tra ck , footb a ll and a s a musi cian (he
plays the drums) .
Along with those r equests for his
speci al t a le nts , M itch ell r eceived
one othe r o n e : from Muha mmad
Ali. "He w anted to sponsor a n indi v idual from the United States for
Olympic competition," Mitchell ·
said .
Mitchell met with Ali and talked
things over, but in the end, after all
the offers from the big colleges and
a chance to be sponsored by Ali for
the Olympic Trials, Mitchell turned
Ali down and came to FTU.
Why? He was born and raised in

Miami whe re recently his father
di e d. He h a d c ome from a large
family and h e kne w h e had to stay
close to them a nd h e lp his mother
out when ever he could .
Just when it ·seemed his Olympic
candle was about to flicker and die,
Mitchell got in touch with FTU
track coach Tom Miller.
·
"One of the things l'm proud of.is
that I got him to · come here
despite all the scholarship offers,"
said Miller. "I got him in just on my
own work, I just kept plugging
away at it."
·

IBM, GENERAL SYSTEMS DIVISION, AT
BOCA RATON, FLORIDl
PRESENTS

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
ATIBM
AN INFORMAL PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION
SESSION TO FAMILIARIZE INTERESTED
STUDENTS AND FACULTY WITH IBM
AND THE CURRENT JOB OPPORTUNITIES
AT OUR LOCATION
MAJORS: COMPUTER SCIENCE

THE HAIR CARE PLACE
FOR TODAY'S G~YS AND·GALS

-20°/o .O .F F
HAIRCUT & BLOW PRY STYLES :

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
OTHERS MAY ATTEND

.

WHERE: ENGINEERING BLDG, ROOM 305

$14..50 GALS ... $11.50 up with this coupon
$10.50 GUYS ... $8.50 up with this coupon

WHEN: MONDAY, JAN; 30, 1978, 4-6 p.m.

.goodthruJan. 31; 1978
89 COLONIAL PLAZA 89~2821
Primrose Entrance . ·
·

IBM IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER _
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Crable, Baxter lead
FTU to first win
FTU's tennis team gave coach
Nathan Smith his first collegiate tennis
victory as they downed the University
of Tulsa 6-3 Tuesday afternoon at the
FTU courts.
The Knights won four of the six
single contests while also capturing
two of three team-double games.
FTU's · number-one
player,
AllAmerican Toby Crabel, defeated
Tulsa's Pat Ritchie 6-4, 6-3.
The Knights' other All-American
player, Doug Baxter, also made his
season-debut successful by defeating
Ed Conn 6-4, 6-4:
Other individual winners for the
Knights were Tom Lucci and_Bill Stetzer. Lucci out-gunned Kurt Reid 3-6, 61, 6-3, while Stetzer managed to edge
out Ed Hutchinson using a tie-breaker
6-1, 7-6 (5-4) .
According to Smith, this year's
edition of the FTU netters will be even
better than last year's 30-4 team that
finished the national tournament in
fourth place.
"If everybody plays up to their
potential, then we'll have a shot at the
(national) title," Smith said. "A lot of
other teams that finished ahead of us in
the NCAA tournament last year lost
some of their top players at
graduation."
Talking about the match, Smith said
the team was "rough around the
edges" but he added that the squad
would improve as the season continued.
"We played well, but we can play
better," he explained. "Usually the
tougher opponent you have to face, the
higher is the competition which ~ill
raise the level of your game and I think
that's what is going to happen to all
our players.
"It (the competition) will help them
become mentally tough as well as
physica1ly tough. Ninety percent of the
game is mental. Almost eyerbody's
physical aspects of the game (for FTU)
are about the same. It's the one who
has the better concentration and the
one that guts it out that's going to win
the match."
Smith is proud of Crabel's ability to
mentally beat his opponent. Smith
said, "Toby started off a little cold
yesterday, but his experience in tough
matches and tough competition play
helped him gradually work himself into the match and he took control of it

and he never did lose control after
that."
Smith also praised Steve Bryant for
playing an excellent match against
Bruce Proctor. Bryant won the first set
7-5, only to drop the second set 3-6.
The two players then battled it out
stroke for stroke.
The match was so close, the final
outcome was decided by a tie-breaker
which Bryant lost 4-4. Smith said his
number two netter still hasn't reached
his normal level of play in the still
young season.
The Knights' next tennis match will
be next Friday on the Tech courts at 2
p .m . against the University of Tampa.
FrU 6, Tulsa 3
Singles: Crabef (FrU) d . Ritchie 6-4,
6-3; Proctor (T) d. Bryant 7-5, 3-6, 76; Baxter (FrU) d. Con 6-4, 6-4;
Bradley (T) d. Barnhard 6-4, 1-6, 6-2;
Lucci (FrU) d. Reid 3-·6, 6-1, 6-3; Stetzer (FrU) d. Hutchinson 6-1, 7-6.

Doubles:
Crabel-Bryant (FrU) d.
Richie Proctor 6-4, 6-4; Baxter-Barnard
(FrU) d . Conn-Reid 6-3, 6-4; BradleyHutchinson (t) d. Lucci-Gunderson 6-3,
6-4.

Toby Crabel prepares to return his Tulsa University opponent's volley
in Wednesday's match. (Photo by Tony Toth)

Of course. all employees at the National Security
Agency have certain things in common: they are
civilian employees of the Department of Defense;
they are engaged in technical projects vital to our
nation's communications security or a foreign
intelligence production mission; and they all enjoy
the benefits that accompany Federal employment,_
However. the differences between our career
opportunities are just as interesting as their
similarities. For example •..
TO THE ELECTRONIC ENGINEER (BS/MS): An NSA
career means delving into unique projects which can
span every phase of the R&D cyde. An engineer may
de-sign, develop. test and manage contracts on
communications. recording. and information storage
devices and systems whose capacities and speeds
are still considered futuristic in most quarters.

TO THE COMPUTER SCIENTIST (BS/MS): It means
applying bis or her knowledge in a wide range of
sub-disciplines such as systems design. systems pro~~';ii:g~J::!1;J~~:t1:!s~omputer applications
TO THE MATIIEMATICIAN (MS): A career means
defining. formulating, and solving complex communications-related problems. Statistical mathematics,
matrix algebra and combinatorial analysis are just a
few af.the tools applied by the NSA mathematician.
Interested in learning more about the difference in
an NSA career? Schedule an interview with us through
your Student Placement Office today. If we do not
recruit on your campus. send a resume to the address
given below.
U.S. citizenship is required.

Knights
look
to
•
improve
The FTU women's basketball team
lost 82-69 to the University of Florida
Lady Gators Wednesday night in -the
Alligator Alley. The Lady Knights , 1-5,
were led by Kristy Boston with 21
pqints.
_
The year has not been an easy one
for the Lady Knight basketball team.
They've gotten off to a slow start and
continued that pace through the first.
five games, winning just one.
Although their play has been marred
by many turnovers, the Knights have
played well of late, losing by only two
points to John Abbott :College · of
Canada and by a point to Flagler.
Tonight the Lady Knights will try
and get on the winning track when
they meet Miami-Dade North at 7 p .m.
in the Tech gym. Saturday, the Knights
tangle with Miami-Dade South at 6
p.m.
The state-tournament will be held
Feb. 23 and 24.

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Attn: M321
Fort George G. Meade. Maryland 20755
'An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f.

